FAMELAB ESPAÑA 2015 WORKSHOP

On 13 January 2015, the University of Barcelona hosts one of the training sessions of FameLab España, an international competition of scientific monologues organised by the Spanish Foundation for Science and Technology (FECYT) and the British Council held in over 25 worldwide countries.

The main purpose of FameLab is to create a pool of science communicators with a desire to explain their work to the society in a funny and rigorous way through three-minute monologues. The deadline for applications is 3 February 2015.

The competition is open to students, researchers or science professionals resident in Spain. Participants must submit a video in which they should give a talk on a scientific subject that captivates the audience.

The workshop will explain how the competition works and describe useful techniques and tricks for preparing and interpreting a monologue.

Workshop programme:

10.30 - 11.15 a.m. – Presentation of FameLab – FECYT and British Council representatives.

11.15 - 12.00 a.m. – «Yo participé en FameLab» – Experience of Ricardo Moure (University of Barcelona) in FameLab España.

12.00 - 1.30 p.m. – Master class about monologue writing and interpretation – Belén Rubio, actress and monologist.

1.30 – 2.00 p.m. – Monologue presentation by candidates.

IMPORTANT: If you know how you monologue will be or if you have already created one, you will be able to present it in public at the end of the master class. Belén Rubio and Ricardo Moure will help you to improve its contents and interpretation.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

The event is free of charge but seats are limited. Please confirm your attendance.

Where: Aula Magna of the Faculty of Geography and History of the University of Barcelona (Carrer Montalegre, 6)

Registration: www.ub.edu/laubdivulga/famelab